We are a dynamic and cutting-edge technology company. Our "core business" is to solve the problem of the treatment and recovery of waste water to our customers. More than words, for us to count the facts: 99% of our products are aimed at the recovery of waste water with "zero discharge".

**Typical applications with water recovery:**
- Industrial Waste water
- Water Purification by COD – BOD
- Vibrofinishing – Tumbling
- Painting - Phosphodegreasing metals
- Die - emulsified oils
- Impregnation metals
- Water treatment contaminated solvents and hydrocarbons
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Consolidated operating advantages:
- without waste Recovery of the production cycle waters
- industrial water production with considerable savings of water costs
- Stabilization quality of recirculating wash
- Ability to delete the authorization to discharge and the consequent inspections of entities
- Elimination of wastewater disposal costs
- Treatment of heterogeneous contaminants (chemical additives, oils, hydrocarbons, fats, metals, suspended solids, bacteria, viruses, etc.)
- Fully automatic system, always at the maximum efficiency regardless of the workloads (unlike conventional systems)
- eco-friendly technology: no use of chemicals (no risk of storage)
**100% developed, designed and manufactured in ITALY**

www.puritytec.com